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The lives of  flowers 
by rachel crittenden  

IT WOULD BE an invalid assumption to say that Olive had ever been born. She existed, yes, as a 

colorful, lively child—perhaps too lively for what some would designate “her own good”—but 

nevertheless began her life at age One, as if  saying she were so would ground her as some sort of  

human constituent of  reality. To you or to me, claiming that she were One meant that she’d lived 

for one year, but Olive didn’t live in years as planetary revolutions around a sun; she was One of  

whatever she was one of, however she was that, and then she was One again. Until, of  course, 

she became Two.  

	 Olive found joy in all the usual childly things—bright things, soft things, shaped things, 

bright and softly-shaped things. But her joy was rooted in a love for the beautiful rather than a 

quench for boredom or a need for occupation. Beautiful, to Olive, were things that just were— 

things like her, that came from nothing and nowhere. She didn’t know the names of  these things, 

only that she grew like them, rapidly, and with startling suddenness. She held them, examined 

them, took them in and felt their order as her own. She saw, in them, a pattern: first a seed, still a 

seed, then a sprout, a stem, a leaf, bud, bloom. There seemed to exist a continuous and 

impossible interval between each stage. They were somethings from a nothing that was nothing 

and not zero. From an emptiness that was not an absence of  quantity, but an absence of  being. 

Olive was Two for half  as long as she was One, which is to say that her once being Two 

was the same as half  of  her twice having been One. By the end of  it, her honeyed-brown curls 

grew and swirled, one way and their opposite, interchanging and clasping together to form a 

floating mass about her face, wind-lifted with indistinguishable ends and beginnings. It was then 

that she knew her true affinity to flowers, the delicate way that they bent and swayed and held 



themselves up in the world. 

	 When Olive was Five—which happened after she’d been Three for a slightly longer time 

than she’d been Two—she ran through fields of  thick, blue-green grass and knew that though 

they were ultimately countable, she would never be able to touch and name each tickling blade. 

She could guess, she thought, at their cardinality—take a small section, multiply its exact 

numerical content by how many square inches of  that section existed in the larger area she 

studied (that being the infinite acreage of  land that, for all intents and purposes, served as her 

home), but such knowingly-false knowledge wouldn’t be enough for Olive. By the time she was 

Eight, things were getting urgent. She was sure that she’d been Five for an even lesser time than 

she’d been Three, and approximations would do her no good. Grass grew and stayed and stayed, 

grew only taller and stayed. She found the most comfort in her flowers, whose advancing stages 

seemed to parallel her own—whose golden centers were golden and swirled, surrounded by 

delicate, velvety petals she dared not pick.  

The flowers that Olive loved so much seemed only to stretch and bloom, but all was 

instantaneous to a girl who fell asleep to a bud and woke to an open face, fresh, and brilliant. For 

days, weeks, and sometimes months, the flowers remained. Black-eyed Susans, daisies, poppies, 

lavender, laurel . . . all were dusted with Queen Anne’s lace and came to a point where they were 

unchanging, stayed there long enough for Olive to wonder if  she would ever be unchanging, too. 

By Thirteen, Olive counted everything. She’d counted the earthly days between being 

Eight and being what she was now, counted the leaves on the trees and the branches that fed 

them. She yanked at the grass and counted the veining roots, shook the dirt out and threw the 

dead green strands from sight. She always returned to her flowers, her daisies’ buttercup centers, 

and found, in them, her truth: Any two of  her ages put together would result in an age that she 



will be, but only if  those ages were together to begin with. She would be what she was, and she 

would keep being for as long as she will’ve already had been before.  

When rain came, Olive would lie beneath the tree she knew to have the most leaves, 

desperate to avoid the water that dripped slowly and heavily through its dense cover, terrified that 

what perpetuated the lives of  flowers equally perpetuated her. But Twenty-one came, and Thirty- 

four, as she knew and feared they would. Steadier, now. Fifty-five, Eighty-nine, in fragile, 

oscillating rhythms that continued to draw near without the possibility of  ever meeting. At One 

hundred forty-four, she kept herself  from the sunny beds, the snap dragons, the prim rose. She 

kept to her tree even at night, unwilling to closen herself  to the cycle of  life that she would never 

live.  

Olive was more like the trees now, she knew, adding rings to an ever-expanding trunk. 

Her hair twisted and tangled her arms like ivy, constricting the skin of  the once-smooth hands 

that brandished with wrinkles, wore like thin layers of  crepeing bark. 












